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Launch of “AMBER5” – ARGB Controller
The 5-Channel ARGB Controller featuring 366 lighting presets and remote control operation

HONG KONG, 26 November 2020
Tech innovator GELID Solutions unveils the latest 5-channel RF Remote ARGB controller. The
AMBER5 is a product of GELID Solutions GAMER product line.
The AMBER5 controls up to 5 fans, strips or other Addressable RGB (ARGB) devices and boasts 366
vivid lighting presets spanning a carefully selected collection of pre-programmed RGB modes and
dynamic effects. It comes with the 21-key RF (Radio Frequency) Remote to provide reliable and
responsive remote control in the range of 8 meters. For stable power output, the SATA power
connectivity is utilized which delivers up to 85W maximum power and supports ARGB devices with up
to 120 LEDs onboard to lit up and control on each channel. The AMBER5 also supports a
passthrough ARGB Sync/Hub Mode via the ARGB Sync Cable equipped with the standard 3-pin
ARGB connector (ASUS Aura) and VDG connector (GIGABYTE/AORUS RGB Fusion) compatible to
all modern motherboards featuring RGB. You are free to use the controller presets or switch to your
own presets designed in your favorite RGB software. The AMBER5 can be installed inside or outside
your PC just in seconds thanks to the built-in magnet. Additionally, the adhesive Sticky Pad is also
included to facilitate installation in aluminum-made or non-metallic PC chassis.
“AMBER5 makes RGB easy and simple. It operates fully remote and boasts 366 vivid RGB presets
out of the box, you don’t have to be bonded to your motherboard’s RGB software to implement
spectacular lighting effects”, said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The AMBER5 is available now and has a MSRP of USD 14.99 or Euro 12.99.
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and
manufactures thermal solutions, computer hardware and lifestyle products for IT professionals,
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